
SIC MISSION & FUNCTIONING   
 
SoundImageCulture - SIC is a nomadic workplace in Brussels for the development of unique 
audiovisual projects at the intersection of film, art and visual anthropology.  
SIC works as an open laboratory: (film) makers create their artistic projects there while also 
inspiring a public dialogue. SIC is a platform for discovery, regional and international 
exchange; a platform for reflecting on the methodology of making, on aesthetic/ethical 
choices in handling audiovisual material; a platform for developing a new artistic language. 
 
 
STATEMENT 
 
SIC believes in encounter: in the empowerment of coming together, thinking together, 
exchanging generously.  SIC functions horizontally. It aspires to be an open community and 
network. SIC works from the premise of filming - thinking instead of first writing - then 
filming.  SIC is inspired by the richness that comes from breaking down boundaries: 
art/cinema, fiction/documentary, poetry/essay.  SIC is a laboratory for projects that look 
consciously and ethically at their own conditions of existence.  SIC puts a unique focus on 
challenging form and film language and facilitates a critical social discourse.  We believe 
this is an urgency for the multicultural society we live in. We are committed to transmitting 
an intercultural ethic, alert to the problems of the present and sensitive to emerging artistic 
trends. 
 
 
MISSION 
 
Organized by a group of passionate filmmakers, SIC supports projects that propose new 
sensorial and poetic ways of storytelling: films, which transcend the existing categories of 
the film industry: experimental or documentary, cinema du réel or fiction, long or short. 
Films that are made in the here and now, outside the economic, logistic and administrative 
timeframe of a classic production. Films carried by the passionate desire of the author. 
Production-wise light films, where the maker is often the only captain on board. SIC gives 
opportunities to unconventional, socially meaningful audiovisual forms, that would 
otherwise struggle to find an audience or a sounding board, by providing a safe 
environment for them to grow. 
Instead of suggesting that an artist should write and then direct, we encourage a direct 
relationship with the audio and visual material. SoundImageCulture therefore does not aim 
for a particular style but pushes a director's unique vision to the limit in terms of both 
content and form. 
 
 
TIME FOR DEVELOPMENT 
 
12 months of collective feedback sessions and individual coaching in a benevolent and safe 
environment. SIC thus responds to the need of many artists and filmmakers to break out of 
the isolation that is inherent to artistic practice, without having to follow a whole course of 



study. The SIC trajectory offers the opportunity to test ideas, questions and experiments at 
different moments in the creative process with a benevolent group of colleagues - and 
thanks to their feedback to get faster to the core of the project. 
 
 
OUTPUT 
 
The trajectory with SIC results in unique audiovisual works. Projects are given the space to 
become strong films, possibly in cooperation with ateliers or production houses. Films 
produced within the framework of SIC have in the past been selected for renowned film 
festivals, exhibitions and seminars. 
Each trajectory is individual. Sometimes a project is completed in 12 months, in other cases 
it reaches a stage where it can apply for (post-)production support together with a producer 
or an atelier. 
 
 
SELECTION 
 
Participants are accepted with a project. We do not choose artists or projects, but look at 
the necessity, authenticity, uniqueness of the project and the suitability of the candidate for 
his project. 
The participants of SIC have different backgrounds, different ages, different cultures and 
baggage. Artists, filmmakers, image or sound technicians with a personal project, journalists 
looking for a new form of storytelling, writers and activists who want to continue their 
endeavors in an artistic way, academics, anthropologists/artists with a film project close to 
their heart, self-taught people. Often, the participants have already had some kind of 
training. SIC is more of a workshop and laboratory than a training course or a school. 
Participants are expected to be present at the sessions, they engage also in the process of 
feedback with the other ongoing projects. 
In addition to working on their projects, participants often have other activities, although it 
is best to be available for SIC and the project at least half-time. 
 
 
CODE OF CONDUCT / ETHICAL CHART  
 
MIND ASYMMETRIES 
 
SIC is made of asymmetries. People come from different places, inhabit different bodies, 
have different experiences, are situated differently in power structures and have different 
boundaries. Take this into account, challenge your own position and let it be challenged, 
while respecting other people’s boundaries. 
Everybody, to a certain extent, partakes in multiple systems of inequality by inhabiting 
different positions, roles and narratives. SIC wants to be a space where this can be actively 
addressed, and where learning and change can happen. 
Blind spots and biases are real. The fact that one does not see them doesn’t mean they do 
not affect or harm others. Everyone is accountable for their lack of awareness as much as for 



their conscious acts, so everyone is responsible for willing to explore what they may not yet 
be aware of and opening up to see things in a different light and perspective. 
In creating a culture of awareness, we experience that the complexity of the conversations 
and the processes grows. We observe that a safe environment offers more space to express 
oneself and to develop. It is in these conversations that our differences become an 
instrument to stimulate each other, open perspectives and potential. 
This means that listening, offering support and holding people to account in a 
compassionate way is favoured over shunning people without offering resources to learn 
and change.  
This said, at SIC we care for a healthy working environment, respectful working relationships 
and we denounce any conduct or statements that may be intimidating, disrespectful or 
violent in anyway. 
 
 
GUIDELINES 
 
The collective is set up to create a space of confidence where participants share ongoing 
work. 
 
Social diversity is seen as a reality. Differences are positively welcomed. 
 
Everyone involved with SIC (coaches, participants, guests and organization) treat each other 
with respect, regardless of the nature of their working relationship. 
 
We all contribute to an environment in which no form of offensive behavior is tolerated. 
We understand offensive behavior as, but not exclusively to, bullying, racism, sexism, 
discrimination, (passive) aggression and unwanted sexual behavior both through words or 
images and through actions or behaviors. 
 
The rules equally apply to online conversations and exchanges. 
 
When you experience offensive behavior, you try to state clearly that this behavior is not 
tolerated. 
If you wish, you can report this behavior to someone else, your peers, your coach, the 
coordinator. 
When people work together, power relations are always involved, consciously or unconsciously. 
Under normal circumstances, people handle those relationships well without harming the dignity, 
job satisfaction or productivity of either party. If situations arise where you feel that your work or 
well-being is hindered by unbalanced power relations, it should be possible to find a way to 
address this constructively. This course of action can help us grow and learn. It is important to state 
that you are always welcomed to talk with one of the coaches or the coordinator about it. If you 
have the feeling that this coach might not have enough distance to the situation, we would like to 
encourage you to talk with one of the external parties we propose below:  
At ENGAGEMENT ( contact@engagementarts.be ) where you can talk to one of the 
certified confidants (EN/NL/FR) or at the Genderkamer of the Flemish Ombuds Service 
(EN/NL). Nina Callens and Viktor Van der Veken have an ombudsperson function that 



specifically deals with offensive behavior in the field of culture and arts. They will listen to 
you, they will try to understand your situation, give advice or support negotiations and they 
have a mandate to file an official complaint. You can contact them via 
genderkamer@vlaamseombudsdienst.be. 
 
When you witness offensive behavior, you try to stand up for the person who experiences 
this behavior. If this does not work or is not possible, you take the responsibility to report 
the behavior you witnessed to one of the coaches, the coordinator and /or ENGAGEMENT 
or Genderkamer (see contacts mentioned above) 
 
The team of SIC will treat and examine every report of transgressive behavior carefully and 
in full confidentiality. We consider each report as a learning moment and engage to look 
together for an appropriate solution. 
 
 
MODE OF OPERATION 
 
SIC is organized in clusters around 6 collective sessions during which the participants enjoy 
the benefits of the collective. In addition, there are planned individual appointments and a 
number of screenings as well as a symposium. 
 
 
COLLECTIVE SESSIONS WITH INTERNATIONAL GUESTS - AND PUBLIC WORKSHOPS  
 
The collective sessions are the specificity and the heart of SIC. 
During these sessions, which take place every two months, the participants present their 
ongoing project to the group and receive feedback. Starting from the audiovisual material, 
the projects are discussed in depth and in detail, coaches and participants reflect together 
on form, intention and content.  
Everybody is encouraged to share thoughts and comments constructively. 
The heterogeneity of perspectives and ways of expressing something leads to new insights 
and discoveries with regard to the material and the project of the participants. 
For the participants, reflecting on the projects of others can often mean a breakthrough in 
their own process. These sessions are also an invitation to share the project with an 
audience for the first time and to test it against their judgement, in order to be able to 
formulate and elaborate their own ideas as radically as possible. The feedback always goes 
towards the material and the project. There is no personal judgement. 
For each collective session (except the first) an external guest is invited. He/she will offer a 
master class/workshop on a theme chosen in advance. This will often consist of a 
combination of presentation of own work and working methods and inspiring work by other 
authors, alternating with discussions and practical exercises.  We also organise a public 
screening of the work of our guests. 
The international guests also participate in the feedback sessions of the participants. As a 
'fresh eye', they offer other perspectives and open up new avenues. 
 
 



Each collective session also includes a specific intervention for insight and exchange: 
 
CASE STUDIES I: PRODUCTION / ARTIST-RUN PRODUCTION / PROGRAMMING OF 
EXPERIMENTAL NON-FICTION FILMS 
This series of interventions aims to provide practice-based insights into the field of 
audiovisual arts, networks and questions that every maker faces: How and with whom to 
produce? Where to find funding? How to better represent one’s case? How to collaborate 
with peers? Where to show the work? 
 
CASE STUDIES II: FILMMAKERS IN BELGIUM 
We see films that impress us, inspire us, make us think.  How were they made? We invite 
local filmmakers to show their films and talk about the development from their first idea to 
the final product. 
 
REFLECTION/INSPIRATION; theory and current trends 
The invention of new forms of cinema does not come about without a broader reflection on 
the problems of our time and its visible or invisible influence on aesthetics and language. 
There is a need for a discourse on artistic strategies and methods in the field. We aim to 
bring the work and thinking of SIC filmmakers into resonance with that of other local and 
international artists. 
For autumn 2022, we are preparing a three-day symposium to invite reflection on the use of 
fictional strategies in documentaries. How do contemporary documentary makers navigate 
the ambiguous space between fact and fiction, in a context where notions of truth are 
destabilized by alternative facts and a widespread distrust of the media? The symposium 
will present different films, performances, works-in-progress, in search of stories that exist in 
the space between the possible and the impossible. 
 
 
INDIVIDUAL COACHING  
 
Each participant has an individual coach, who guides the filmmaker through the SIC process 
by individual appointments. Between the group sessions, each coach has at least one to 
two appointments with the participant. The dialogue is structured by individual needs. 
Sometimes it is a joint reflection on the content, the structure of the film, sometimes it 
could be more technical support or advice on editing, sound. The mentor stimulates 
experimentation by, for example, suggesting individual 'exercises' that can inspire or help 
to handle the material differently. 
 
These sessions are not listed on the SIC calendar. Each coach and participant organize 
together their own calendar. Meetings can take place physically, by phone or by online 
video conference. 
The progress of the projects is followed systematically. But we don't have any specific 
guidelines: each project demands different needs. We do not ask for a specific number of 
one-to-one meetings. They depend on the needs of the project and the participant. 
 
 



RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
 
PARTICIPANTS 
 
The participants are responsible for engaging in the process of SIC and for attending the 
proposed events. 
 
They are asked to participate in the collective sessions, sharing their own process and 
listening and giving feedback to their peers. 
 
Making a film is first of all a desire. And it is the desire of the person making the film that 
leads others to support him/her. Attendance is therefore expected, as is keeping to the 
deadlines set, both for the collective sessions and those agreed with the project coach. 
Also, it is up to the participants to keep their coach informed of the progress of the work, 
not the other way round. 
 
 
It is the responsibility of every participant to get in contact with her/his coach to prepare 
the collective session in order to make it most fruitful. 
 
If there is any problem in the communication, please refer to any other coach or the 
coordinator. 
It can always happen that difficulties or misunderstandings arise between participant and 
coach. In that case please do not hesitate to talk with the coordinator or other SIC 
members. We are there to find a constructive solution. In specific cases it is possible to 
change coaches.  
 
 
COACHES 
 
The coaches are responsible to support the projects - individually and collectively. 
 
They comment on all the projects and their development during the collective sessions and 
the whole cycle. At these moments they participate as a coach for the other projects as 
well. 
 
As an individual coach they will assist the presentations of the participants during the 
collective moments. It is important that the pair SIC participant/coach prepare the collective 
session together. There should be at least a contact between the coach and participant 
before each collective presentation. We want to avoid that these collective moments are 
not well prepared and that the coach cannot assist or support the presentation. 
 
The coaches are asked to be present at the collective feedback moments. All other events 
of SIC they attend according to their interest and personal planning. 



 
 
MATERIAL 
 
If you are in need of material for testing, filming, recording, editing, screening: you can 
borrow material from the CBA stock according to availability at no cost and thus experiment 
with the most suitable medium for your project. 
Check their catalogue here: https://cbadoc.be/en/equipment-infrastructure/# . 
 
 
SHARED REFERENCES  
 
We propose a shared document for all references, names, links relating to the works-in-
progress 
 
 
PLANNING 
 
https://soundimageculture.org/Agenda?l=en 
 
 
 


